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Abstract: Urbanization has an abundant connotation in dimensions such as population, economy,
land, and society and is an important sign to measure regional economic development and so-
cial progress. The use of Night Light Data from remote sensing satellites as a proxy variable can
significantly improve the accuracy and comprehensiveness of the measurement of urbanization
development dynamics. Based on the Night Light Data and statistical data from 2015 to 2019, this
paper quantitatively analyzes the spatio-temporal evolution pattern of urbanization in Guangxi and
its driving mechanism using exploratory time-space data analysis, GeoDetector and Matrix: Boston
Consulting Group, providing an important basis for sustainable urban development planning and
scientific decision-making by the government. The findings show that (1) there is a high level of
spatial heterogeneity and spatial autocorrelation of urbanization in Guangxi, with the Gini index of
urban night light index and urban night light expansion vitality index always greater than 0.5, the
global Moran’s I greater than 0.17, the spatial differentiation converging but the spatial correlation
increasing. (2) The spatial pattern of urbanization in Guangxi has long been solidified, but there is a
differentiation in urban development trend, with the coexistence of urban expansion and shrinkage,
requiring differentiated policy design for urban governance. (3) The development and evolution
of urbanization in Guangxi present a complex intertwined dynamic mechanism of action, with
interaction effects of bifactor enhancement and non-linear enhancement among factors. It should be
noted that the influence of factors varies greatly, with the added value of the tertiary industry, gross
domestic product, total retail sales of social consumer goods having the strongest direct effect on the
urban night light index, while the added value of secondary industry, per capita GDP, gross domestic
product having the strongest direct effect on the urban night light expansion vitality index. All of
them are key factors, followed by some significant influence factors such as government revenue,
population urbanization rate, per government revenue, population urbanization rate, per capita
disposable income of urban and rural residents that should not be ignored, and the rest that play
indirect roles mainly by interaction.

Keywords: urbanization; land-use change; night light; spatio-temporal patterns; China

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

Urbanization embodies the process of population transfer from rural areas to cities
and towns in a country or region and the gradual evolution of rural areas into urban areas.
It is also the transformation process and improvement of people’s lifestyle, productivity
level, and quality of life. With multi-dimensional connotations of population, economy,
land, and society, urbanization is an important indicator to measure regional economic
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development and social progress, and a core research area at the intersection of geography,
land science, and urban planning, becoming a common focus of scholars and governments.
With increasing global urbanization, the Earth is gradually becoming an urban planet [1,2].
About 55% of the global population lives in cities, and global urbanization is expected to
reach 68% by 2050 (UN-DESA, United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs,
Population Division, 2019). Rapid urbanization constantly produces and aggravates the
contradictions between economic and social development, climate change, and ecological
environmental problems, posing a direct threat to the sustainable development of cities and
villages worldwide [3,4]. How to accurately measure the development level of urbanization
as a complex process involving the economy, society, population, land, geography, and
space and the dynamic mechanism of its spatio-temporal dynamic change is the first
step to formulate scientific and reasonable response strategies, which has theoretical and
practical meanings [5,6].

China’s urbanization is developing rapidly on a huge scale, but it also faces complex
problems and arduous challenges, quite typical in the world. Data from China’s sixth and
seventh censuses show that the population living in cities and towns in China reached
901.99 million in 2020, with a proportion of 63.89%; compared to 2010, the urban population
increased by 236.42 million, up by 14.21%. With the in-depth development of China’s
new industrialization and the implementation of the policy on the citizenship of the
population transferred from rural areas, China experienced an average annual growth
of over 1.4% in urbanization from 2010 to 2020, marking a historic achievement in the
ten years of steady urbanization. Besides, the rapid urbanization process is accompanied
by lagging transformation of rural population into townspeople, extensive and inefficient
use of the construction land, insufficient service facilities, serious ecological damage and
environmental pollution, ineffective protection of historical and cultural heritage, as well as
other problems and challenges, which restrict the sustainable development of Chinese cities
and villages [7,8]. Joseph E. Stiglitz, the winner of the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economics
and Professor of Economics at Columbia University, USA, asserted that there are two
major events that have the greatest impact on the world in the 21st century, one is the
development of high-tech industries in the United States, and the other is the urbanization
in China. Therefore, China’s urbanization process is complex, globally influential, and
representative. This empirical study helps provide useful experience for similar countries
and regions worldwide.

1.2. Literature Review

The study of urbanization is a classic topic in many disciplines such as geography,
economics, sociology, planning, and land science, and the search for a comprehensive index
that can effectively, comprehensively, and intuitively express the level of urbanization and a
set of methods to analyze the driving mechanisms of urbanization development and change
has been a hot issue that the government, scholars, and the public are constantly interested
in [9,10]. With a long-term follow-up time, academic circles have made more fruitful re-
search achievements in urbanization development indicators, causes, coping strategies, and
social impacts, and have constantly innovated in research fields and perspectives [11,12].
However, we found that the existing research still has some shortcomings in terms of
indicator selection, research scales, and research methodology.

1.2.1. Indicator Selection

The existing urbanization studies are mainly based on a single indicator or a composite
indicator system, which is one-sided and limited in reflecting the true level of urbanization
development, and there is no comprehensive quantitative indicator that can balance multi-
ple connotations at the same time. Urbanization is a complex spatial phenomenon with
multi-level connotations, covering economic, social, land, environmental, cultural, and
other dimensions. Sociology, economics, demography, planning, land science, geography,
and other related disciplines have all defined urbanization from their own perspectives of
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understanding. In different disciplines, it is defined with some differences, leading to a plu-
rality of indicators and their methods for measuring the urbanization process. As Balk [13]
suggests, urbanization has become a global trend, yet the differences in the definition of
urbanization and its measurement criteria in different countries make it difficult to conduct
comparative analysis in most cases. Therefore, universal indicators should be created with
the help of emerging technologies and methods.

There are two main research methods: one is the single-indicator method, i.e., de-
scribing the level of urbanization development and its changing trend based on a single
indicator with the strongest significance to urbanization and convenient for statistics. The
most common indicator is the urbanization rate of population, that is, the percentage
of the urban population in the total. There are many papers based on this method in
the existing research, such as the studies of Qin [14], Liu [15,16], Chan [17], Onda [18],
Megeri [19], and Ma [20] on China, India, central Asia, and other countries and regions.
Castells-Quintana [21] and Iheonu [22] believed that urbanization in sub-Saharan African
countries had not brought the expected benefits (as experienced in other parts of the world)
and that demographic changes during the rise of large cities have resulted in urbanization
without growth and unsustainable development in some regions. Ehrlich [23] evaluated the
trend of population urbanization changes from 1975 to 2015 in mountainous areas across
the world and believed that urbanization in the mountains is lower than that of lowlands,
while the urbanization rate varies significantly across mountain areas.

Studying urbanization from the perspective of land use and cover change is another
important approach that has received widespread attention from scholars. Asabere [24]
pointed out that the spatial change process caused by urbanization can be better revealed
by analyzing the change of regional land use and cover quantity, quality, and structure.
Bilozor [25] systematically analyzed the dynamics of recent research on land urbanization,
reviewed the tools and methods that can help track and measure the process of land ur-
banization, and summarized the historical experience of changes in land dynamics during
urbanization. Egidi [26] analyzed the Mediterranean land urbanization pattern from an
urban sprawl perspective and compared it with typical patterns in the United States and
Northern and Western Europe. Egidi and Salvati [27] argued that the link between land-
use change and demographic transition in developed countries has become increasingly
complex due to the interactions between environmental and socioeconomic domains that
influence the sustainability of regional and local development. Ahani [28] reviewed the poli-
cies that guide and control urbanization and restrain urban growth. Vogler [29] conducted
a case study of the United States and showed that per capita land change could be a new
spatial index for measuring urbanization. Seifollahi-Aghmiuni [30] and Lopez-Casado [31]
analyzed urbanization processes and paradigms from the perspective of land degradation
and illegal land distribution.

In addition, urbanization is also seen as a complex process of economic, political, and
landscape change, and many scholars have attempted to measure urbanization in these
terms. Adams [32] argued that urbanization in developed economies had undergone a tran-
sition from rural to urban economies and from low-income growth to high-income growth.
Di Clemente [33] believed that urbanization plays a crucial role in economic development,
but there is a complex relationship between the two, and it is closely related to the stage
of development, industrial structure, development pattern, and policy environment. Of
course, as Gross [34] concluded, there are some scholars believing this is no connection
between urbanization and economic growth. Sharp [35] argued that urban informality is a
political intervention and haphazard urbanization points to the complex power struggles
by a range of actors, both within and beyond the state, through which the formal and
informal divide can mark urban life. Minuchin [36] introduced the concept of Prefigurative
urbanization (PUC) to analyze the role played by politics in urbanization. Streule [37]
introduced the concept of Popular Urbanization to describe a specific urbanization pro-
cess based on collective action, self-organization, and resident activity. Many scholars
analyzed the spatial process of urbanization based on the changes in regional landscapes,
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for example, Izakovicova [38], Alphan [39], and Bosch [40] conducted empirical studies on
Slovakia, Turkey, and Switzerland, respectively. Besides, some scholars such as Azam [41]
and Rahman [42] analyzed the causal relationship between urbanization, industrialization,
and ecology.

The other is the indicator system method, i.e., building an evaluation indicator system
for urbanization development based on a number of specific indicators highly related
to the development of urbanization in terms of population, economy, land, social life,
ecological environment, culture, and landscape. For example, Zhong [43] quantitatively
analyzed the sustainable development of urbanization in China and its spatial differences
from five perspectives: economic development, quality of basic public services, ecological
and environmental development, urban–rural heterogeneity, and population urbanization.
Fan [44] analyzed the dynamics of urbanization development in Vietnam from dimensions,
including population, space, economy, environment, and social changes, and Zeng [45]
constructed a comparative framework of urbanization development levels between China
and India from four dimensions of the urban–rural relationship, industrial development,
urban construction, and landscape pattern.

For the current studies, there are many problems in the single-indicator method or
index system method in measuring the level and evolution trend of urbanization. For the
former, the definitions of cities and urban population vary greatly in different countries
and regions. In particular, the definition of the urban population in China is highly variable
and is not precise enough in concept, resulting in poor comparability across years and
regions [46]. And the single indicator method does not reflect the other nature of urbaniza-
tion and development in general. For the latter, theoretically, this method overcomes the
shortcomings of the single indicator method, which is a little systematic and comprehensive,
to better reveal the complexity and multidimensionality of urbanization. However, due to
the differences in research focus, scale, and region, most of the current indicator systems
are highly disciplinary and regional with a lack of common use, so the indicator system
method is mostly limited to geographical space and does not allow for international com-
parative analysis. In addition, China’s existing urbanization level measurement indicators
are based on statistical data, where the lack of data acquisition and the uncertain factors in
statistical work make the measurement indicators insufficient in comparability, reliability,
and timeliness [47]. Therefore, in the new era of increasing spatio-temporal uncertainty,
there is an urgent need to create new tools or develop new indicators for urbanization
research by means of new scientific and technological developments [48,49].

The development of satellite nighttime remote sensing technology provides technical
possibilities to meet the above needs. In the absence of comprehensive indicators, the
night light data can automatically approach the real urbanization level through appropriate
methods to reflect the real situation of human space activities [50]. Remote sensing satellite
night light data can directly reflect the differences in human activities and comprehen-
sively represent multiple dimensions such as population urbanization, land urbanization,
and economic urbanization [51,52]. The areas with greater intensity of (brighter) night
lighting show more frequent human production (intensity of economic behavior) and
living (concentration of population) activities, and higher quality of urbanization devel-
opment in general [53,54]. Now the night light data are widely used for the identification
of urban built-up areas [55] and urban centers [56,57], the extraction of urban impervious
surfaces [58], and the evaluation of urban spatial expansion and growth trend [59,60], land
use and cover changes [61,62], Spatial estimation of socio-economic indicators [63], major
events [64], ecological environment [65] and other fields [66], which are still in their infancy
in the urbanization process research.

1.2.2. Research Scale

At the level of research scale, most findings are related to countries and regions, with
less attention paid to the study of cities, especially the empirical study on small cities [67].
Dijkstra [68] analyzed different pictures of global urbanization from the perspective of
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urban population ratio and found that urbanization complies with Zipf’s Law, and there is
a positive and significant correlation between urban population ratio and economic devel-
opment level. Carlucci [69] made a retrospective analysis of the global urbanization pattern
from 1950 to 2030 and found that the growth of metropolises and population in the world is
variable to a great extent. Tsendbazar analyzed the complexity of global urbanization from
1975 to 2015 for the first time in terms of population, building structure, and residential cov-
erage [70]. Williams [71], Bunnell [72], and Apostolopoulou [73] believed that the “Belt and
Road” initiative has gone beyond geopolitical or economic strategies and that it has been
an urbanization situation from the perspective of planetary urbanization theory, closely
linked to the socio-spatial and ecological constructs of global capitalism. Taubenbock [74]
analyzed the urbanization development trends and patterns of megacities with populations
over 10 million from a global scale, Georg [75] identified the corridor space of major cities
in the world according to night light data, and Yu [76] analyzed the urbanization process of
six major Chinese cities and its impact on the local environment from a multidimensional
perspective of land, population, and economy. Zhang evaluated the relationship between
the urbanization scale and quality of 285 prefecture-level cities in China for the period of
2005–2014 and concluded that the two showed eight decoupling points [77].

Tumwesigye [78] stated that urbanization in sub-Saharan Africa witnessed rapid
urbanization and analyzed the spatial pattern of urbanization in Uganda based on the
distribution of registered population size. Chakraborty [79] analyzed the spatio-temporal
patterns of urban growth for the Kolkata Urban Agglomeration in eastern India using dy-
namic spatial territorial extents and compared the results with existing popular hypotheses
of urbanization patterns. Gangopadhyay [80] analyzed the development of urbanization
in Cambodia and analyzed the primary driving factors of urbanization by autoregressive
distributed lag (ARDL) analysis and nonlinear autoregressive distributed lag (NARDL)
models, pointing out that foreign direct investment flows have asymmetric effects. Ham-
nett [81] argued that the pattern of urbanization in China is significantly different from
that of Western countries and even many developing countries and that as urbanization in
China becomes increasingly important globally, it is necessary to consider whether Chinese
urbanization represents a unique new pattern. Mejia [82], Oriol [83], Lo [84], and Checa [85]
analyzed urban morphology and urbanization processes in Ecuador, Spain, and Europe
based on nighttime satellite images and pointed out that nighttime light data have more
advantages in explaining new land-use patterns and help comprehensively assess the
breadth and intensity of spatial urbanization.

Small and medium-sized cities occupy a large proportion and an important position
in the regional town system and impacted by the scale effect, large–medium–small and
prefecture–county–town-level cities are greatly different in spatial heterogeneity and its
driving mechanisms. Studying the spatial pattern of urbanization in China on a county
basis helps to make a more comprehensive understanding of the spatial differentiation
of urbanization development and work out differentiated regional spatial development
strategies. There are few studies available on urbanization in small and medium-sized
cities at present. Essien [86] analyzed the impact of governance on sustainable urbanization
in medium-sized cities based on the case study of Uyo, Nigeria. Hegazy [87] analyzed the
sustainable development path of regional coastal urbanization based on the case study
of Al-Arish City, Egypt. Due to the lack of research on small and medium-sized cities
at county and township levels, especially in underdeveloped areas, the applicability and
accuracy of existing research results have encountered certain challenges.

1.2.3. Research Method

Research methods adopted in existing literature mainly include regression models,
exploratory spatial analysis, system dynamics, and cellular automata, primarily used to
analyze the current urbanization characteristics, trends, influence factors, countermeasures,
and proposals [88–90]. Rabehi [91] predicted the level of urbanization of the Bay of Algiers,
Algeria, by 2030 using a meta-automata model based on luminescence data. Addai [92]
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and Bosah [93] empirically tested the relationship between regional urbanization, economic
growth, and ecological footprint using the Westerlund cointegration test and Dumitrescu–
Hurlin causality approaches. Pilehvar [94] discussed the spatial distribution of urbanization
and its rapid growth in Iran by the meta-analysis technique and GIS tools. Polinesi [95]
conducted a comprehensive assessment of the spatio-temporal distribution of population
1961–2011 in 1000 cities based on a geographically weighted regression method to analyze
the changing urbanization trends. Gomez [96] insisted that for urbanization prediction,
spatio-temporal uncertainty must be taken into account, and after a comparative analysis
of meta-automata and machine learning models, it was concluded that the former prede-
fines policies while the latter is driven by data and the two complement each other well.
Sumari [97] analyzed the spatio-temporal changes in population and land use 2000–2016 in
the Morogoro of Tanzania and analyzed the land urbanization patterns by random forest.
Hackman [98] analyzed the reliability of urbanization decisions based on random forest and
support vector machines to characterize the evolution of land use in Ghana. Swapan [99]
empirically demonstrated the spatial-temporal change patterns of land use 1987–2020 in
two regions of West Bengal, India, with the remote sensing and GIS hotspot analysis tools
and explored the regions with the greatest potential. Canaz Sevgen [100] analyzed the
change of land urbanization in Turkey based on random forest and Airborne Lidar Data in
an attempt to improve the reliability of spatial classification results of complex urban areas.
Yakup [101] simulated the land use and cover changes in Istanbul with the metacellular
automata model to analyze the damage caused by urbanization.

The urbanization development level varies greatly between provinces in China, repre-
senting the spatial differentiation under the comprehensive effect of many factors such as
economy, society, politics, and ecology within the region. However, Li [102] conducted an
exploratory study on this using GeoDetector based on the night light data. He analyzed
the factors affecting urbanization development in Xinjiang and pointed out that the in-
fluence of human factors is weakening, while the influence of geographical environment
factors is slowly increasing, with fixed assets investment, topography index, per capita
water resources, and other indicators making more contributions. In general, there is no
quantitative measurement or in-depth analysis of the interaction effects of independent
variables in existing papers, and thus it is difficult to reveal the driving mechanisms of
urbanization and its changes accurately.

1.3. Aim and Question

To make up for the shortage of research on small cities, this paper attempts to con-
duct systematic and quantitative analysis of the spatial pattern and change pattern of
urbanization of 111 county-level cities in Guangxi, a less-developed western region in
China, based on the night light data and by a variety of measurement methods such as
GIS spatial analysis and GeoDetector. It tries to propose policy recommendations to pro-
mote high-quality urbanization development and provide decision-making references for
Guangxi, China, and even other regions in the world with similar conditions. This paper
is devoted to analyzing the following questions. (1) What are the regular features of the
development trend and spatial patterns of urbanization in small cities, including the study
of spatial heterogeneity, convergence, and correlation, and the recognition of urbanization
development and dynamic change patterns? (2) What are the driving mechanisms for the
dynamic change of urbanization in small cities, including the makeup of influence factors,
the direct effect size, and the interaction effect of many factors? (3) How to create an early
warning analysis and policy zoning model for small city urbanization and propose targeted
response policies?

2. Research Design
2.1. Study Area: Guangxi

The study area in this paper covers 111 county-level small cities in Guangxi, China,
including 41 municipal districts, 9 county-level cities, 49 county towns, and 12 ethnic
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autonomous counties (Figure 1). Located in the border and coastal areas of southwest
China, Guangxi is an autonomous region of ethnic minorities in China, with relatively
lagging economic and social development and a relatively low level of urban development,
making it a typically underdeveloped province in China. According to the China Statistical
Yearbook, the GDP of Guangxi in 2019 was ¥2.1 trillion, lower than the national average
(about ¥3.2 trillion) and ranked 19th in the country; its per capita GDP was ¥42,964 for
the same period, much lower than the national average (¥69,235) and ranked 4th from
the bottom in the country. According to the Guangxi Statistical Yearbook, the maximum
resident population in 111 counties and districts of Guangxi was 1,162,700 (Xixiangtang
District), and the minimum was only 44,500 (Leye County), with an average of 228,300 in
2019. According to the Notice on Adjusting the Criteria of City Size Classification issued by the
State Council of China, there is only one large city (Xixiangtang District) with a population
of more than 1 million; 10 medium-sized cities with more than 500,000, including Qingxiu
District, Bobai County, and Pingnan County. The rest are all small cities, including 61 with
a population of less than 200,000 and 25 with less than 100,000.
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Figure 1. Study Area.

The conclusions obtained by measuring the level of urbanization development in
Guangxi from different perspectives vary greatly, and it is difficult to grasp the real level of
urbanization in Guangxi accurately. From the perspective of population urbanization, the
population urbanization rate in Guangxi in 2019 was 51.09%, far lower than the national
average (60.85%), ranking 5th from the bottom in China. From the perspective of economic
urbanization, the proportion of secondary industry in Guangxi in 2019 was 33.3%, lower
than the national average (37.41%), ranking 6th from the bottom in the country; the ter-
tiary industry in 2019 occupied 50.7%, lower than the national average (53.66%), ranking
21st in the country; from the perspective of land urbanization, the urban construction
land in Guangxi covered an area of 1542.78 km2 in 2019, lower than the national aver-
age (1945.56 km2), ranking 16th in the country. From the perspective of life and social
urbanization, the average incomes of urban and rural residents in Guangxi were ¥34,744.87
and ¥13,675.73, respectively, lower than the national average (¥42,358.80 and ¥16,020.67),
ranking 22nd in China. The conclusions vary widely by using different indicators, and it is
difficult to judge the real level of urbanization development in Guangxi and its position in
the country accurately. Similarly, it is difficult to compare the urbanization development
level of 111 county-level cities in Guangxi, so it is necessary to find a set of comprehen-
sive indicators that can reflect urbanization in multiple dimensions, such as population,
economy, land, and society. Remote sensing satellite night light data can represent the
reality of human activities in urban areas, and they can comprehensively reflect the real
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level of urbanization development when used as a proxy variable. In general, Guangxi is
a typical representative of less developed regions in China. The analysis of urbanization
differences and their driving mechanisms in Guangxi based on night light data provides a
great reference value for solving the unbalanced urbanization development in small cities
for China and other regions in the world.

2.2. Research Methods

The coefficient of variation and Gini index are introduced in this paper to measure the
spatial inequality degree of urbanization in Guangxi. Exploratory Spatial Data Analysis
is used to study the spatial patterns and the GeoDetector method is applied to measure
the size of the driving force and its interaction. According to the research by Guan [103],
Miyamoto [104], and She [105], Zhang [106], dispersion is classified into weak, medium,
and strong levels based on the CV values. That is, a CV value of 0–0.15 shows weak
dispersion, reflecting a low degree of spatial inequality of urbanization; a value of 0.16–0.35
shows medium dispersion, reflecting a high degree of spatial inequality of urbanization;
a value of 0.36 or more shows strong dispersion, reflecting a very high degree of spatial
inequality of urbanization. According to the research of the United Nations Development
Program and the protocol of Li [107], a Gini index greater than 0.4 in this paper indicates
a large gap, representing a spatial inequality of urbanization development; a Gini index
greater than 0.6 indicates a huge gap, representing a very serious spatial inequality of
urbanization development.

ESDA is a classic data-driven analysis method in geography, and the commonly used
measurement indexes include the global Moran’s I, Moran’s scatter plot, and the Lisa
agglomeration distribution graph. This paper uses the global Moran’s I to show whether
there is spatial autocorrelation in the overall space and further explains the specific existence
of spatial correlation in terms of spatial location through the Lisa agglomeration distribution
map to reflect the spatial heterogeneity and instability within the local area. Global Moran’s
I have a value in the range of [−1, 1]. At 5% or a more stringent level of significance,
the value > 0 represents positive spatial correlation, and a greater value indicates a more
significant spatial correlation and agglomeration; the value < 0 represents negative spatial
correlation, and a smaller value represents a larger spatial variation; the value =0 represents
random spatial distribution. According to Local Moran’s I, spatial correlation patterns can
be classified into H-H and L-L of positive spatial correlation and H-L and L-H of negative
spatial correlation. This paper conducts the spatial autocorrelation analysis by Arcgis10.2
and GeoDa1.18 at the significance level of 0.05, with the spatial weight matrix based on
the adjacent boundaries and all parameters defaulted by the software. There are neighbors
with a maximum of 10 and a minimum of 1. The mean is 5.12 and the median is 5.00.

Convergence means that cities with lower levels of development tend to grow faster,
and all cities tend to be close to each other in terms of development level. The convergence
analysis is conducted to examine the convergence or divergence of urbanization devel-
opment in different cities, including examinations of α convergence and β convergence
as well as club convergence. The α convergence does not take into account the initial
level of urbanization or the initial factor structure of each city, and it is mainly determined
by observation of the trend of the relevant parameters; the β convergence assumes that
different cities have the same initial factor structure, and it is mainly estimated by the
ordinary least squares; the club convergence assumes that the cities have a different initial
structure and the development results are closely related to it, which is often analyzed by
the spatial autocorrelation of GeoDA.

The core idea of GeoDetector lies in the fact that the factor values and the evaluation
values with significant impacts should be similar in spatial distribution. GeoDetector is a
new application for spatial differentiation and impact factor detection developed by Wang
Jinfeng’s team, including differentiation, detection of factors, detection of interactions,
detection of risk areas, and detection of ecology [108,109]. In this paper, two functional
modules, the detection of factors and detection of interactions, are used to study the factor
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forces affecting the spatial pattern of urbanization in county-level cities in Guangxi and
their interaction effects. In the detection of factors, GeoDetector quantitatively evaluates
the association (similarity) between each independent variable and the dependent variable
by calculating the q-value of both [110]. In the detection of interactions, GeoDetector
calculates and compares the q-value of the two independent variable factors superimposed
on the dependent variable to determine whether there is an interaction between the two
independent variable factors as well as the strength, direction, linearity, or nonlinearity of
the interaction (Table 1) [111,112].

Table 1. Interaction between Explanatory Variables.

Graphical Representation Description Interaction
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The BCG method is mainly applied to business management and economics. Based on
the interaction of two factors of “sales growth” and “market share”, the product or market
is classified into four types: stars, questions, cows, and dogs [113]. In this paper, we draw
on its basic principles for evaluating urban urbanization development policy zones and
classify cities under study into four categories of H-H, H-L, L-H, and L-L depending on the
relative dependent variable share and the average growth, to provide a basis for decision
making in differentiated policy formulation. The relative share reflects the current scale of
urbanization, and the growth rate reflects the changing direction of urbanization. Through
the comprehensive application of both of them, it is helpful to discover the development
trend of urbanization accurately.

2.3. Index Selection

In this section, we will select appropriate dependent and independent variables for
GeoDetector analysis. In terms of selecting dependent variables, both urban night lighting
index and night light extended vitality index are basic indicators, and the change index can
be constructed by calculating their difference between 2015 and 2019. They are the most
intuitive indicators for studying the level of urbanization development and its changes and
also important indicators for the government to investigate regional economic development
and social progress. The urban night lighting index is equal to the sum of pixel values
of all-night lighting areas in the region at night, representing the night lighting intensity
of the entire region. A larger value indicates a stronger vitality and a higher quality of
urbanization development. The urban night light extended vitality index is equal to the total
of night lighting pixels in the region at night, with no fluctuation of night lighting brightness
taken into account. A larger value represents a more obvious trend of urbanization spatial
expansion. All the night light data in this paper come from Chinese cities’ corrected night
light data in the Wind database.

The night light data of remote sensing satellites can detect urban lights, which is
obviously different from the dark rural background and has been widely proved to
be suitable for dynamic monitoring research of the urbanization process. Zhang [114]
mapped urbanization dynamics for regions and countries worldwide depending on multi-
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temporal DMSP/OLS night light data, including India, China, Japan, and the United States.
Tang [115] analyzed the spatio-temporal dynamic change of urbanization in countries along
the “Belt and Road” using the composite light index, stating that urbanization is generally
on the rise with significant spatial autocorrelation, and it is featured by high-high agglomer-
ation in the West Asian region and low-low agglomeration in the Eastern European region,
with the spatial pattern greatly influenced by national and regional development policies.
Zhao [116] evaluated the spatio-temporal trend of urbanization in Southeast Asia based
on the DMSP/OLS night light data time series and said that Southeast Asia enjoyed rapid
development of urbanization in many forms during 1992–2013. Pandey [117], Xie [118],
and Mauro [119] analyzed urbanization dynamics in India, the United States, and Vietnam
using night light data and mapped their land use and cover changes. In terms of empir-
ical studies of urbanization in China using night lighting data, Ma [120] quantitatively
assessed the rate of urbanization in China, Xu [121,122], Ju [123], Ma [124], and Gao [125]
analyzed the spatio-temporal dynamic change of urbanization in China, and He [126] made
a reductive analysis of the urbanization process.

Many factors influence urbanization, and they are in a complex relationship. The
existing studies mainly focus on population and economic size, industrialization, industrial
structure, fiscal, and residential income, as well as other areas [127], and they are of great
enlightening significance for this study. Urbanization and its changes are a systematic
issue and based on the principles of comparability, feasibility, representativeness, and
accessibility, and borrowing the research ideas of Li [128], Zhao [129], and Yuan [130], this
paper selects 11 indicators for a comprehensive analysis of their influence factors (Table 2).
It should be noted that Y3 and Y4 are not only in connection with the change of Xi during
2015–2019, but also with the base value in 2015. Therefore, when using GeoDetector, the
independent variables include the base values in 2015 and the change values during the
period of 2015–2019, and the calculated result q is averaged as the final driving force
intensity value.

Table 2. Model variable description.

Variable Index Code Source

Dependent Variable
(Yi )

Urban Night Lighting Index Y1

Wind Database
Night Light Extended Vitality Index Y2

Changes of Urban Night Lighting Index Y3

Changes of Night Light Extended Vitality Index Y4

Independent Variable
(Xi )

Gross Domestic Product X1

Guangxi statistical yearbook,
Guangxi construction

Yearbook, Guangxi Statistical
Manual, urban statistical
bulletin, and government

work report

Per capita GDP X2

Added Value of Secondary Industry X3

Added Value of Tertiary Industry X4

Number of Up-scale Enterprises X5

Resident Population X6

Population Urbanization Rate X7

Per Capita Disposable Income of Urban Residents X8

Per Capita Disposable Income of Rural Residents X9

Total Retail Sales of Social Consumer Goods X10

Government Revenue X11

The Central Urban Work Conference of China clearly demands the overall planning of
urban space, scale, and industrial development and requires cities to clearly identify their
leading industries and featured industries based on their resource endowments and location
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advantages to strengthen industrial collaboration and synergy among large, medium and
small cities and towns, and gradually create a pattern of horizontal staggered development
with vertical division and cooperation of labor. The area and intensity of night light are
in close connection with the economic activities of the urban population, and the gross
domestic product is the most important indicator to measure the level of urban economic
development. Industrialization is the most important deep force driving urbanization.
According to Chenery’s theory of industrialization development stage, per capital GDP and
the added value of secondary and tertiary industries are the key indicators to determine
the industrialization development stage. For local and city governments, the number of
up-scale enterprises is the core carrier to promote industrialization and the key body to
implement industrial development and spatial governance policies.

As required by the Central Urbanization Work Conference of China, promoting the
transformation of the rural population into townspeople is the core task of China’s urban-
ization. Because China is a highly mobile society with a large floating population in every
city, this paper chooses the resident population, namely the people who have lived in a city
for six months or more, instead of the registered population to measure the influence of
population factors on night lighting changes. The population urbanization rate is a common
indicator for measuring the urbanization level and for the government to formulate policies.
Effectively solving the problem of people is the key to promoting new urbanization, and
improving the ability of migrant workers to be assimilated into cities and towns is a key
indicator for evaluating the performance of governments. Despite the low accuracy of
this indicator due to the existence of semi-urbanization, it is still a reference indicator that
should not be ignored. Semi-urbanization means the incomplete transformation of the rural
population into urban citizens during urbanization in China, mainly manifested by the fact
that farmers have left the countryside to live and work in cities, but they do not enjoy the
same benefits as urban residents in pay, children’s education, social security, housing, and
other areas, and they do not have political rights such as the right to vote or to be elected in
cities. They cannot be truly integrated into the urban society.

The Central Urban Work Conference requires balancing government, society, and citi-
zens, raising the enthusiasm, initiative, and creativity of all parties to promote urbanization,
and gathering positive energy to promote urban development. China’s urbanization is
people-centered rather than material-centered. In other words, the core of urban develop-
ment in China is not to build high-rise buildings but to better the living environment and
improve lifestyles and behavior patterns. It should be noted that the government is the
most critical force to push China’s urbanization, as it can rely on direct fiscal revenues and
expenditures, bank loans, and policy design for effective macro-control of urbanization
development. For the sustainable development of urbanization, it is necessary to encourage
the government, society, and citizens to act in concert so that the tangible hand of the
government, the invisible hand of the market, and the diligent hand of the citizens can
work in the same direction. Aided by per capita disposable income of urban and rural
residents and total retail sales of social consumer goods, the government revenue can better
reflect the potential of citizens’ participation in urbanization, social consumption vitality,
government intervention, and comprehensive governance capacity.

2.4. Research Steps

This study includes three steps and involves seven key points, as follows (Figure 2):
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1© Raw Data and Pre-Processing. Create a complete table of source data relying on the
data published on concerned statistical websites, and calculate the amount of change in the
dependent and independent variables based on the difference for the period of 2015–2019.

2© Data Discretization. Discretize the continuous data of the independent variables
by Python. To eliminate artificial influence and maximize the data differences between
categories, this paper gives preference to natural breaks to classify the independent variable
data of 111 county-level cities into five categories (2–6). It is important to note that when
running GeoDetector, there should be at least two cities in each category in the classification
results of the independent variables. However, many of the classification schemes of the
natural break method for the amount of change in the independent variables of 2015–2019
fail to satisfy this requirement, so for them, this paper adopts quantile classification.

3© Spatial Heterogeneity Analysis. Calculate the coefficient of variation and Gini index
of the dependent variable, determine the convergence of spatial differentiation, and analyze
spatial clustering based on Arcgis 10.2.
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4© Spatial Correlation Analysis. Perform spatial autocorrelation analysis on the depen-
dent variable by Arcgis10.2 and GeoDa1.18 to calculate the global Moran’s I.

5© Influence Factor Analysis. Import the source data of the dependent variables and
the discrete data of the independent variables into GeoDetector to conduct factor detection
and interaction detection, and perform data review and result selection according to p-value
(<0.05, or <0.1 under relaxed conditions) and q-value.

6© Driving Mechanism Analysis. Based on the analysis of night light data by GeoDe-
tector, classify the influence factors into key factors, important factors, and auxiliary factors,
and propose the mechanism driving the dynamic change of urbanization.

7© Policy Zoning Analysis. This paper analyzes the policy space classification of
Guangxi’s urbanization development level using the BCG model and proposes adaptive
and targeted policy recommendations.

2.5. Data Sources

The dependent variable data in this paper come from the Wind database provided
by Shenzhen wind Technology Co., Ltd. (Shenzhen, China), including the urban night
lighting index and night light extended vitality index. The former refers to the sum of
pixel values of all-night lighting areas in the region at night, representing the night lighting
intensity of the entire region and a larger value indicates a stronger vitality of urbanization
development; while the latter refers to the total number of night lighting pixels in the region
at night, with no fluctuation of night lighting brightness taken into account. As satellite
remote sensing imagery needs to use a very complicated computer and programming
technology, proofreading, and noise removal technology when it is converted into data, it
has brought huge difficulties to the wide application of data. To solve these problems, the
Chinese Research Data Services Platform has established a global night light database in
conjunction with experts in related fields. It provides annual and monthly night light data
at the county, city, and provincial levels in China, including raw and corrected data from
2013 to 2019. It adopts an average value processing method and has been used by many
scholars [131,132].

This article uses the county annual data of Guangxi Province from 2015 to 2019.
The data of independent variables are mainly from Guangxi Statistical Yearbook, Guangxi
Statistical Handbook, and some indicators of independent variables and dependent variables
come from China Statistical Yearbook, Guangxi Construction Yearbook, China County Seat
Construction Statistical Yearbook, China County Construction Statistical Yearbook, with some
missing data collected from statistical handbooks, statistical bulletins and government
work reports of each county. It should be noted that the database only has data for Cangwu
County for 2014 and 2018, and this paper estimates its data for 2015 and 2019 using
trend extrapolation.

The data span the years 2015–2019 for two purposes. The first is to ensure that the
data are complete. Because of inconsistent sources of light data prior to 2014, a longer study
period would hamper the accuracy of the conclusions. The second is to maintain the relative
consistency of the policies in the context that after the central government promulgated
the National New-Type Urbanization Plan in 2014, national and local city governments began
to attach importance to urbanization and county-level city development, and a series
of spatial plans and development policies were promulgated and implemented. The
central government promulgated Several Opinions on Deepening the Construction of New-type
Urbanization in 2016 and implemented Several Opinions on Innovation-driven Development of
Counties in 2017; the local government formulated New-type Urbanization Plan of Guangxi
in 2014 and clearly put forward the implementation of the “Big County” strategy, and
promulgated Opinions on Implementing the Strategy of Big County to Improve the Level of County
Urbanization Development in 2015, followed by the implementation of special policies and
implementation programs such as the Decision of Guangxi on Accelerating the Development of
County Economy and the Thirteenth Five-Year Plan for the Development of County Economy in
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Guangxi. Policies are increasingly focused and specialized. Given the lag in the effectiveness
of policy implementation, it is more reasonable to take 2015 as the base year for the analysis.

3. Results
3.1. Urban Night Lighting Index Analysis
3.1.1. Spatial Pattern

The urban night lighting index in Guangxi shows a large spatial variation, but the
degree of heterogeneity declines and conforms to the α convergence. In 2015, the average
urban night lighting index in Guangxi was 1440.44, and the coefficient of variation and Gini
index were 1.54 and 0.66, respectively, much higher than 0.36 and 0.6, indicating a very
serious spatial inequality. The average urban night lighting index in Guangxi increased
to 2163.34 in 2019, while the coefficient of variation and Gini index decreased to 1.42 and
0.63, respectively. Compared with 2015, the average urban night lighting index in Guangxi
grew by more than 70%, while the coefficient of variation and Gini index decreased, but
still higher than 0.36 and 0.6 (Table 3). Based on the regression analysis by ordinary least
squares, the β convergence coefficient was calculated to be−0.04, but the goodness of fit was
small (R2 = 0.16) with a low confidence level so that the β convergence could be generally
excluded. The above data show that urbanization in Guangxi has developed rapidly in
recent years, and the gap between cities is decreasing. However, the problem of inequality
is very serious and will be a major challenge to achieving sustainable development.

Table 3. Spatial heterogeneity analysis of urban night lighting index in Guangxi.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Max 11,906.91 13,017.77 11,599.04 13,590.29 14,990.03 15,816.31

Min 2.78 5.07 9.24 16.84 30.70 55.97

Mean 1440.44 1694.29 1790.37 1963.73 2081.54 2163.34

SD 2216.68 2523.62 2501.28 2733.46 2871.14 3070.48

CV 1.54 1.49 1.40 1.39 1.38 1.42

GI 0.66 0.64 0.63 0.62 0.62 0.63

To carry out spatial clustering analysis based on natural breaks of Arcgis, the urban
night lighting indexes are classified into high, mean, and low levels (Figure 3). Cities of
the high level are mainly located in the provincial capital metropolitan area, Beibu Gulf
city cluster, Liuzhou and Yulin metropolitan areas, including Qingxiu District, Xixiangtang
District, Jiangnan District, Qinnan District, Liunan District, and Fumian District. Cities of
the mean level are mainly distributed along the Hunan and Guangxi railway, and a few
are scattered in the coastal areas of Beibu Gulf and Zuo-Youjiang revolutionary base area,
including Liunan District, Haicheng District, Yinhai District, Yufeng District, Xingning
District, Youjiang District, Wuming District, and Binyang County. There are many cities of
the low level, including Pingguo City, Jingxi City, Pingnan City, Lingshan County, Tiandong
County, and Luchuan County. It should be noted that the spatial pattern of the urban night
lighting index in Guangxi was generally stable in 2015 and 2019, and only changes were
found in the category of some cities. For example, Luzhai County and Liangqing District
went up from the mean level to the high level, and Yongning District and Jiangzhou District
went up from the low level to the mean level. In general, the overall spatial pattern of the
urban night lighting index in Guangxi is solidified, and the spatial structure changes from
two centers to three centers. The capital city circle of Nanning, the coastal city cluster of
Beibu Gulf, and the urban cluster of central Guangxi have become the focus of urbanization
development in Guangxi.
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According to the spatial correlation analysis by GeoDA, the Global Moran’s I of
Guangxi urban night light index (Global Moran’s I) in 2015 and 2019 was 0.29 and 0.35
(confidence level of 0.001), respectively, with large changes, indicating that the scale of
urbanization development in Guangxi has a significant positive spatial autocorrelation,
with increasing spatial agglomeration and correlation. At the significance level of 0.1,
111 cities are divided into four categories of H-H, H-L, L-L, and L-H by local autocorre-
lation analysis. In 2015, H-H cities were mainly concentrated in the capital city circle of
Nanning except for the Yufeng District and Chengzhong District, indicating that these
cities and their surrounding cities had a high level of urbanization with a small spatial
variation. L-L cities were concentrated in the border areas of northern Guangxi and east-
ern Guangxi, including Leye County, Tian’e County, Sanjiang County, Rongshui County,
Xing’an County, Quanzhou County, Ziyuan County, Gongcheng County, Zhaoping County,
Zhongshan County, Pingle County, and Jiangzhou District, indicating that these cities and
their surrounding cities had a low level of urbanization, also with a small spatial variation.
Fusui County, Hepu County, Qinbei District, and Fangcheng District are L-H cities, and
only Lingui District is an H-L city, which differed significantly from their neighboring cities
in the urbanization level. Compared with 2015, in 2019, H-H cities expanded to northern
Guangxi, L-L cities shrank in eastern Guangxi and expanded to northeast Guangxi, L-H
cities clustered to the periphery of Nanning capital city circle, and L-H cities received
new members of Youjiang District, Jinchengjiang District, and Fumian District, further
improving spatial autocorrelation and agglomeration (Figure 4).

3.1.2. Influence Factors

According to the analysis by GeoDetector, Resident Population could only pass the
significance test of 0.1 in 2019. With the average of factor detection results q in 2015 and
2019 used as the direct driving force intensity of factors, at 5% or a more stringent level
of significance, the factor forces are ranked as Added Value of Tertiary Industry > Gross
Domestic Product > Total Retail Sales of Social Consumer Goods > Government Revenue >
Added Value of Secondary Industry > Population Urbanization Rate > Per capita GDP >
Per Capita Disposable Income of Urban Residents > Per Capita Disposable Income of Rural
Residents > Number of Up-scale Enterprises > Resident Population. The direct driving
forces of most influential factors were enhanced during 2015–2019, especially the Number
of Up-scale Enterprises, Per Capita Disposable Income of Urban Residents, and Per capita
GDP. It should be noted that the effect of Added Value of Tertiary Industry and Resident
Population went down (Table 4).
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Table 4. Factor detector (q) analysis of night light data in Guangxi.

X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 X8 X9 X10 X11

Y1

2015 0.50 * 0.32 * 0.38 * 0.55 * 0.15 * 0.08 * 0.34 * 0.20 * 0.22 * 0.47 * 0.38 *

2019 0.57 * 0.42 * 0.43 * 0.55 * 0.29 * 0.15 ** 0.41 * 0.30 * 0.25 * 0.49 * 0.44 *

AVG 0.54 * 0.37 * 0.40 * 0.55 * 0.22 * 0.04 * 0.37 * 0.25 * 0.24 * 0.48 * 0.41 *

Y2

2015 0.45 * 0.29 * 0.39 * 0.47 * 0.21 * 0.17 * 0.34 * 0.24 * 0.28 * 0.41 * 0.29 *

2019 0.52 * 0.40 * 0.45 * 0.45 * 0.32 * 0.18 * 0.45 * 0.30 * 0.30 * 0.44 * 0.38 *

AVG 0.49 * 0.35 * 0.42 * 0.46 * 0.26 * 0.18 * 0.39 * 0.27 * 0.29 * 0.42 * 0.34 *

Y3

2015 0.19 * 0.17 * 0.18 * 0.15 * 0.04 * 0.03 ** 0.09 * 0.21 * 0.13 * 0.17 * 0.19 *

Change 0.16 * 0.19 * 0.26 * 0.09 * 0.03 0.18 * 0.01 0.13 * 0.16 * 0.02 0.12 **

AVG 0.17 * 0.18 * 0.22 * 0.12 * 0.02 * 0.09 * 0.05 * 0.17 * 0.14 * 0.08 * 0.09 *

Y4

2015 0.21 * 0.19 * 0.22 * 0.18 * 0.13 * 0.04 * 0.22 * 0.20 * 0.18 * 0.18 * 0.18 *

Change 0.22 * 0.21 * 0.30 * 0.20 * 0.13 * 0.08 * 0.01 0.14 * 0.21 * 0.09 * 0.18 *

AVG 0.21 * 0.20 * 0.26 * 0.19 * 0.13 * 0.06 * 0.11 * 0.17 * 0.19 * 0.14 * 0.18 *

Note: * stand for p < 0.05, ** stand for p < 0.1, and “change” represents the calculation result with the change-value
in 2015–2019 as the independent variable.

The relationship between factor pairs is mainly bifactor enhancement, supplemented
by nonlinear enhancement, and there is no independent or weakening relationship. In 2015,
the maximum factor interaction was 0.74 (X3∩X8), the minimum was 0.28 (X6∩X9), with
an average of 0.59; there were 15 nonlinearly enhanced factor pairs, and the interactions
of X1∩X7, X3∩X8, X8∩X10 were more than 0.7. In 2019, the maximum factor interaction
was 0.83 (X2∩X6), the minimum was 0.56 (X6∩X11), with the average of 0.69, both gaining
a large growth; the number of nonlinearly enhanced factor pairs increased to 16, and the
interactions of X2∩X5, X2∩X6, X3∩X5, X3∩X8, X3∩X9, X5∩X7, X5∩X8 were more than 0.7.
According to the principle of “1:3:6”, the factor pairs are divided into three levels: high,
mean, and low (Figure 5). It should be noted that Gross Domestic Product, Added Value
of Tertiary Industry, Per Capita Disposable Income of Urban Residents, and Total Retail
Sales of Social Consumer Goods were the most important interaction factors in 2015, which
changed to Per capita GDP, Added Value of Secondary Industry, Population Urbanization
Rate, and Gross Domestic Product in 2019.
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3.2. Night Light Extended Vitality Index Analysis
3.2.1. Spatial Pattern

The spatial differentiation of the urban night light extended vitality index in Guangxi
is large but lower than the urban night lighting index, which conforms to the α convergence.
In 2015, the average urban night light extended vitality index in Guangxi was 95.42, and
the coefficient of variation and Gini index were 1.16 and 0.56, respectively, with the former
higher than 0.36 and the latter higher than 0.5 but lower than 0.6, indicating the existence
of certain but not very serious spatial inequality. The average urban night light extended
vitality index in Guangxi increased to 135.39 in 2019, and the coefficient of variation and
Gini index decreased to 1.42 and 0.53, respectively. Compared with 2015, the average
urban night lighting index in Guangxi grew by more than 40%, while the coefficient of
variation and Gini index decreased, but still higher than 0.36 and 0.5 (Table 5). Based
on the regression analysis by ordinary least squares, the β convergence coefficient was
calculated to be −0.04, but the goodness of fit was small (R2 = 0.15) with a low confidence
level so that the β convergence could be generally excluded. The above data show that
in recent years, Guangxi has enjoyed the strong spatial expansion of urbanization with a
small reduction in the gap between cities, despite certain spatial inequality, which is still
within the controllable range.

Table 5. Spatial heterogeneity analysis of night light extended vitality index in Guangxi.

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Max 558.91 635.60 597.64 666.74 683.75 682.47

Min 0.52 0.87 1.46 2.44 4.11 6.90

Mean 95.42 107.01 111.39 123.87 131.15 135.39

SD 111.02 120.88 123.46 135.17 140.60 148.60

CV 1.16 1.13 1.11 1.09 1.07 1.10

GI 0.56 0.54 0.54 0.53 0.52 0.53

To carry out spatial clustering analysis based on natural breaks of Arcgis, the urban
night light extended vitality indexes in Guangxi are divided into high, mean, and low
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levels, and the development quality of each type is much higher than that of the urban
night lighting index (Figure 6). Cities of the high level are mainly beaded along the Hunan
and Guangxi railway. In 2019, the capital city circle of Nanning was connected with Laibin,
Guigang, and other regions in central Guangxi, making the spatial agglomeration more
obvious. Cities of the mean level are concentrated in the periphery of the high-level cities
and eastern Guangxi and expand along expressways, HSR lines, and other important traffic
corridors. Cities of the low level are mainly located in areas with poor traffic conditions in
northern Guangxi, southwestern Guangxi, and eastern Guangxi, most of them poor counties
or mountainous counties. It should be noted that the capital city circle of Nanning, Beibu
Gulf coastal city cluster, and central Guangxi city cluster have developed rapidly, while
the city cluster in southeast Guangxi, the city cluster in northern Guangxi, and Youjiang
River valley urban belt have developed and taken shape, but the border urban belt and
Nanchong urban belt are poorly developed and not in their infancy. In general, the spatial
pattern of urban night light extended vitality index in Guangxi is developing well. Based
on railroads, highways, waterways, and other major traffic arteries, Guangxi promotes
spatial expansion relying on both the corridor mode and the center-periphery mode for
its urbanization development, showing increasingly obvious spatial agglomeration and
point-axis characteristics.
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According to the spatial correlation analysis based on GeoDA, the Global Moran’s I
of Guangxi urban night light extended vitality index in 2015 and 2019 was 0.26 and 0.27
(confidence level is 0.001), respectively, with little changes, indicating that the urbanization
development quality in Guangxi has a long-term positive spatial autocorrelation and the
spatial correlation is stable. At the significance level of 0.1, the results of local autocorre-
lation analysis are similar to those of urban night light index. In 2015, H-H cities were
mainly concentrated in the capital city circle of Nanning, the Beibu Gulf coastal city cluster,
and the city cluster in central Guangxi, while L-L cities were concentrated in the northern
Guangxi border and northeast Guangxi. There were a small number of L-H and H-L cities,
with the former including Fusui County, Qinbei District, and Lingshan County, and the
latter including the Jinchengjiang and Lingui Districts. Compared with 2015, in 2019, H-H
cities shrank in coastal areas, expanded in the capital city circle, and remained stable in
central Guangxi; L-L cities shrank in eastern Guangxi, expanded in northeast Guangxi, and
remained stable in northern Guangxi border areas; L-H cities clustered in Nanning-Beihai
development corridor area, and L-H cities received a new member of Youjiang District
(Figure 7).
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3.2.2. Influence Factors

At 5% or a more stringent level of significance, the factor forces are ranked: Gross
Domestic Product > Added Value of Tertiary Industry > Total Retail Sales of Social Con-
sumer Goods > Added Value of Secondary Industry > Population Urbanization Rate > Per
capita GDP > Government Revenue > Per Capita Disposable Income of Rural Residents
> Per Capita Disposable Income of Urban Residents > Number of Up-scale Enterprises
> Resident Population. The direct driving forces of all the factors except Added Value
of Tertiary Industry gained enhancement during 2015–2019, especially Per capita GDP,
Number of Up-scale Enterprises, and Population Urbanization Rate (Table 4).

The relationship between factor pairs is mainly bifactor enhancement, supplemented
by nonlinear enhancement, and there is no independent or weakening relationship. In 2015,
the maximum factor interaction was 0.72 (X4∩X6), and the minimum was 0.47 (X8∩X11),
with an average of 0.59; there were 17 nonlinearly enhanced factor pairs, and only the
interactions of X4∩X6 and X3∩X8 were more than 0.7. In 2019, the maximum factor
interaction was 0.78 (X2∩X6), and the minimum was 0.45 (X6∩X9), with an average of 0.63;
the nonlinearly enhanced factor pairs were reduced to 6, and the interactions of X2∩X5,
X2∩X6 and X6∩X7 were more than 0.7. In general, the interaction between factors was
enhanced, but the complexity of the interaction effect was reduced. According to the
principle of “1:3:6”, the factor pairs are divided into high, mean, and low levels (Figure 5).
It should be noted that Gross Domestic Product, Per capita GDP, Total Retail Sales of
Social Consumer Goods, and Government Revenue were the most important interaction
factors in 2015, which changed to Gross Domestic Product, Per capita GDP, Added Value of
Secondary Industry, and Government Revenue in 2019.

3.3. Changes Analysis of Urban Night Lighting Index
3.3.1. Spatial Pattern

The increase and decrease in the urban night lighting index coexist in Guangxi, and
there is a strong spatial heterogeneity and autocorrelation in the amount of change. During
2015–2019, the average change of night lighting index in Guangxi was 722.91, the maximum
spatial expansion was 10,220.83 (Jiangnan District), and the minimum spatial shrinkage
was −2122.96 (Yinhai District). There are 82 cities spatially expanding with an average
change of 751.24, and 29 cities spatially shrinking with an average change of −329.64. With
them used as thresholds, the 111 cities are classified into four categories: high expanding
cities, expanding cities, shrinking cities, and high shrinking cities. High expanding cities
are mainly concentrated in the capital city circle of Nanning and the city cluster in central
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Guangxi, while shrinking cities are mainly concentrated in the Youjiang town belt and
Guizhou–Guangxi town belt. The standard deviation and coefficient of variation of urban
night lighting index during 2015–2019 were 1463.22 and 2.02, respectively, reflecting the un-
balanced changes in the scale of urbanization. The global Moran’s I for the change amount
of urban night lighting index in Guangxi is 0.27 (confidence level of 0.001), indicating that
the urbanization development in Guangxi has a positive spatial autocorrelation. At the
significance level of 0.1, H-H cities are concentrated in the capital city circle of Nanning
and the city cluster in central Guangxi; L-L cities are concentrated in the Guizhou–Guangxi
urban belt; L-H cities are concentrated in the periphery of H-H cities; there are a small
number of H-L cities, only Tieshangang District and Tiandong County (Figure 8).
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3.3.2. Influence Factors

Resident Population can only pass the significance test of 0.1 if the base period amount
(value in 2015) is used as an independent variable, and it is true for Government Revenue
when the change amount (difference between 2015 and 2019) is taken as an independent
variable, while Number of Up-scale Enterprises, Population Urbanization Rate, and Total
Retail Sales of Social Consumer Goods cannot pass the significance test. With the average
of the factor detection results q of the base period volume and the change amount used as
the direct driving force intensity of factors, at 5% or a more stringent level of significance,
the factor forces are ranked as Added Value of Secondary Industry > Per capita GDP >
Gross Domestic Product > Per Capita Disposable Income of Urban Residents > Per Capita
Disposable Income of Rural Residents > Added Value of Tertiary Industry > Government
Revenue > Resident Population > Total Retail Sales of Social Consumer Goods > Population
Urbanization Rate > Number of Up-scale Enterprises (Table 4).

According to the synergistic relationship between the two, the factors are classified
into base-period-driven, change-driven, and compound-driven types. Number of Up-scale
Enterprises, Resident Population, Population Urbanization Rate, Per Capita Disposable
Income of Urban Residents, Total Retail Sales of Social Consumer Goods, and Government
Revenue are base period-driven factors that rely on the inertia of base-period development
to drive the dynamic change of urbanization. Added Value of Secondary Industry and
Resident Population is a change-driven factor, which mainly relies on its own change to
drive the dynamic change of urbanization. Gross Domestic Product, Per capita GDP, and
Per Capita Disposable Income of Rural Residents are compound-driven factors, whose base
period volume and change amount exert equally strong forces on the dynamic change of
urbanization at the same time.
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The relationship between factor pairs is a mainly nonlinear enhancement, supple-
mented by bifactor enhancement, and there is no independent or weakening relationship.
From the perspective of the base period volume in 2015, the maximum factor interaction
was 0.79 (X1∩X8), and the minimum was 0.07 (X5∩X6), with an average of 0.39; there
were 38 nonlinearly enhanced factor pairs, and only the interactions of X1∩X8 and X2∩X11
were more than 0.7. From the perspective of the change amount during 2015–2019, the
maximum factor interaction was 0.67 (X9∩X6), and the minimum was 0.05 (X5∩X7), with
the average of 0.34; the nonlinearly enhanced factor pairs were reduced to 50. According
to the principle of “1:3:6”, the factor pairs are divided into high, mean, and low levels
(Figure 9). It should be noted that Gross Domestic Product, Per capita GDP, and Total Retail
Sales of Social Consumer Goods are the most important interaction factors.
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3.4. Changes Analysis Night Light Extended Vitality Index Pattern Analysis
3.4.1. Spatial Pattern

The increase and decrease in the urban night light extended vitality index coexist in
Guangxi, and there is a strong spatial heterogeneity and autocorrelation in the amount
of change, but weaker than that of urban night lighting index. The average urban night
light extended vitality index in Guangxi was 39.97 during 2015–2019, with the maximum
vitality increase of 359.76 (Jiangnan District) and the minimum vitality decrease of −50.00
(Diecai District). There are 96 cities with increasing vitality with an average change of
43.11 and 15 cities with decreasing vitality with an average change of −13.36. With them
used as thresholds, the 111 cities are classified into four categories: high expanding cities,
expanding cities, shrinking cities, and high shrinking cities. High expanding cities are
mainly concentrated in the capital city circle of Nanning, the Beibu Gulf coastal city cluster,
the city cluster in central Guangxi, and the city cluster in northern Guangxi; the cities
along the Hunan and Guangxi railway, and those scattered in the coastal areas of Beibu
Gulf are connected together. Shrinking cities are mainly clustered in northern Guangxi,
most of them poor and mountainous counties. The standard deviation and coefficient of
variation of urban night light extended vitality index during 2015–2019 were 59.69 and 4.19,
respectively, reflecting the unbalanced changes in the quality of urbanization development.
The global Moran’s I for the change amount of urban night light extended vitality index in
Guangxi is 0.17 (confidence level of 0.004), indicating that the urbanization development in
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Guangxi has a positive spatial autocorrelation. At the significance level of 0.1, H-H cities
are concentrated in the capital city circle of Nanning, the city cluster in central Guangxi,
and the city cluster in northern Guangxi; L-L cities are concentrated in Guizhou-Guangxi
urban belt; L-H cities are concentrated in the periphery of H-H cities; there are a small
number of H-L cities, only Youjiang District, Tieshangang District and Tiandong County
(Figure 10).
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3.4.2. Influence Factors

From the perspective of base period volume, all factors can pass the significance test
of 0.05 or a more stringent level; from the perspective of change amount, Population Urban-
ization Rate fails the significance test. With the average of the factor detection results q of
the base period volume and the change amount used as the direct driving force intensity of
factors, at 5% or a more stringent level of significance, the factor forces are ranked as Added
Value of Secondary Industry > Gross Domestic Product > Per capita GDP > Per Capita
Disposable Income of Rural Residents >Added Value of Tertiary Industry > Government
Revenue > Per Capita Disposable Income of Urban Residents > Total Retail Sales of Social
Consumer Goods > Number of Up-scale Enterprises > Population Urbanization Rate >Resi-
dent Population (Table 4). Population Urbanization Rate, Per Capita Disposable Income of
Urban Residents, and Total Retail Sales of Social Consumer Goods are base period-driven
factors; Added Value of Secondary Industry and Resident Population is a change-driven
factor, and the rest are compound-driven factors.

The relationship between factor pairs is a mainly nonlinear enhancement, supple-
mented by bifactor enhancement, and there is no independent or weakening relationship.
From the perspective of the base period volume in 2015, the maximum factor interaction
was 0.74 (X1∩X8), and the minimum was 0.21 (X5∩X6), with an average of 0.48; there
were 47 nonlinearly enhanced factor pairs, and only the interactions of X1∩X8 and X9∩X11
were more than 0.7. From the perspective of the amount of change during 2015–2019, the
maximum factor interaction was 0.71 (X2∩X4), and the minimum was 0.10 (X6∩X7), with
an average of 0.42; the nonlinearly enhanced factor pairs were reduced to 49, and only
the interaction of X2∩X4 was more than 0.7. According to the principle of “1:3:6”, the
factor pairs are divided into high, mean, and low levels (Figure 9). It should be noted that
Added Value of Secondary Industry, Per Capita Disposable Income of Rural Residents, and
Government Revenue are the most important interaction factors.
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4. Discussion
4.1. Driving Mechanism

At 5% or a more stringent level of significance, the factor forces (q) of Y1 and Y2, Y3 and
Y4 are evaluated to represent the driving force intensity of each factor on the spatial pattern
and dynamic change of urbanization in Guangxi, respectively. The average value of the
former is 0.35, while that of the latter is 0.14. According to the ranking and average of factor
forces, and considering the strength of factor interaction effects, the driving factors are
classified into “key factors”, “important factors”, and “auxiliary factors” (Figure 11). “Key
factors” are dominated by direct action, and the strength of factor force ranks the first three.
“Important factors” are the direct and factor interaction forces that act simultaneously and
must be greater than the average. “Auxiliary factors” have direct forces and interaction
forces, both weak and less than the average, and they exert influence mainly through
indirect effects. The development and evolution of urbanization in Guangxi, on the whole,
present a complex and intertwined dynamic mechanism. The influence and operation
mechanisms of different factors are quite different, and there are interaction effects of
double factor enhancement and nonlinear enhancement between factors.
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The level of economic development, especially industrialization, is a key factor affect-
ing urbanization. Gross Domestic Product is a key factor affecting the Spatial Pattern and
Dynamic Change of urbanization, as well as a super interaction factor; Per capita GDP and
Added Value of Secondary Industry are key factors affecting the change of urbanization, as
well as an important factor affecting the spatial pattern of urbanization, and also a super
interaction factor. Added Value of Tertiary Industry is a key factor influencing the spatial
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pattern of urbanization, an important factor influencing the change of urbanization, and
an important interaction factor. According to Chenery’s theory, Per capita GDP, Added
Value of Secondary Industry, and Added Value of Tertiary Industry are the key indicators
to determine the development stage of regional industrialization. According to the analysis
results, most cities with high night lighting index and night light extended vitality index are
industrial cities, and a few are service cities with superior transportation conditions, rich
tourism resources, and developed logistics and commerce. The above view also supports
the findings of scholars’ empirical studies based on non-night light data. For example,
Lin [133–135] and Golli [136] argued that industry is the main force driving spatial differ-
ences in urbanization in China and that per capita GDP and industrial location coefficients
are significantly correlated with urbanization differences. Liang [137] argued that China’s
economic growth and urbanization are already in a benign interaction. Murakami [138],
Adams [139], and Liddle [140] pointed out that economic structure has a significant impact
on inequality in urbanization in Japan and Africa. Through the quantile regression model,
Gou [141] found that industrial structure and the degree of marketization are key factors
influencing the development of urbanization, with the contribution increasing with the
increase of quantile.

The intensity of government investment and the vitality of social consumption are the
important factors influencing the level of urbanization development. Government Revenue
has become an important common factor influencing spatial patterns and dynamic change
of urbanization, and it is an important interaction factor. Although the government does
not play a leading role, it is indispensable in the urbanization process. Jetter [142] found
that the government is a key driver of town development in both Germany and Colombia.
Scholars such as Zhang [143] and You [144] argued that government actions, especially
land revenues and expenditures, are key factors driving urbanization development in
China in the long run. To better play to the government in creating an institutional environ-
ment, preparing development planning, building infrastructure, providing public services,
and strengthening social governance, the central and local governments have jointly pro-
mulgated and implemented a series of preferential policies to encourage urbanization
development in recent years, and actively promoted the adjustment of administrative
divisions, reform of household registration system, and innovation of investment and
financing mechanisms, which have constituted important driving forces for urbanization
development. Besides, Total Retail Sales of Social Consumer Goods has become a key factor
influencing the spatial pattern of urbanization, and it is an important interaction factor that
should not be ignored. Urbanization is regarded by the central and local governments as a
strategic starting point for expanding the domestic consumption demand and promoting
consumption transformation and upgrading. The document Several Opinions on Deepening
the Construction of New-Type Urbanization issued by the State Council clearly puts forward
that new-type urbanization is the only way for China’s modernization and the greatest po-
tential of domestic demand. It requires all regional and city governments to carry out tests,
summarize, promote, and apply their experience in success to release the huge potential of
domestic demand in urbanization fully.

It should be noted that Per Capita Disposable Income of Urban Residents and Per
Capita Disposable Income of Rural Residents are more influential than Resident Population
and Population Urbanization Rate. The urbanization development plans and policies
promulgated by the central and local governments in recent years have prioritized “trans-
forming the rural population into townspeople” and proposed the development goal of
addressing “three 100 million populations” (promoting about 100 million agricultural
population to settle in cities and towns, renovating urban shantytowns and urban villages
where about 100 million population live, and guiding about 100 million population to be
townspeople in central and western regions). In fact, with the gradual completion of the
reform of the household registration system and the implementation of preferential policies
in rural areas, the agricultural population, especially “migrant workers”, are not willing to
settle down in cities. The core that affects the transition from semi-urbanized to urbanized
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populations lies in improving income level and life quality [145]. Therefore, the govern-
ment should accelerate the planning revision and policy updates, put the improvement of
residents’ income and quality of life as central to the new round of policy design, and place
the focus on creating jobs and building livable cities while enhancing the urban tension in
urban–rural population mobility. The influence of residents’ income on urbanization has
also been observed in other countries and regions. For example, Sulemana [146] pointed
out that residents’ income is in a nonlinear relationship with urbanization, and Wang [147]
argued that residents’ income had become the core factor controlling the quality of urban-
ization development in the Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei city cluster in the new period. The effect
of population on urbanization is not consistent with the empirical findings in the Pan-Third
Pole region, Turkey, and other areas. Luan [148] and Yucer [149] found that population is
still an important factor influencing the development of urbanization in these regions. It
indicates that the population factor plays a very complex role in urbanization [150], which
may be periodic or phased to a certain extent, and future empirical studies based on data
with a longer time series are still needed.

4.2. Policy Suggestion

The analysis of night light data shows that the development space of urbanization
in Guangxi is seriously imbalanced, the pattern of the town system is solidified, the
spatial heterogeneity has the α convergence, and the spatial autocorrelation is increasing.
The serious inequality between cities seriously threatens sustainable development and
has become a major problem faced by spatial planning and urban governance [151,152].
Therefore, it is necessary to design differentiated policies and prevent a “one-size-fits-
all” approach to promote urbanization development. To identify the problem space of
urbanization development using the BCG model, the 111 cities in Guangxi are classified
into four categories of stars, cows, questions, and dogs, and suggestions for differentiated
policy design are made [153]. From the perspective of the urban night lighting index, the
average growth during the period of 2015–2019 was 9.82% and the relative share of each
city in 2019 was 13.68%. Accordingly, there were 13 star cities, 15 cow cities, 35 question
cities, and 48 dog cities. From the perspective of the night light extended vitality index, the
average growth during the period of 2015–2019 was 7.97%, and the relative share of each
city in 2019 was 19.84%. Accordingly, there were 18 star cities, 17 cow cities, 34 question
cities, and 42 dog cities. In general, the two are basically the same except for some cities,
such as Tiandong County, Changzhou District, Fangcheng District, Guiping City, and Fusui
County (Figure 12).
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Star cities include Jiangnan District, Liangqing District, Yongning District, Binyang
County, Chengzhong District, Luzhai County, and Beiliu City, which are in their best
state with a high level of urbanization and growth, reflecting that the current policies and
development plans are reasonable. As the growth poles of regional development, they
focus on government investment and the core cities in development planning. For these
cities, at the very least, the current policy should be maintained, and it is advisable to adopt
an aggressive expansion strategy with the long-term goal of increasing all investments
involved in urbanization development in a balanced manner to further strengthen their
position and competitiveness in the region.

Cow cities include Xingning District, Qingxiu District, Xixiangtang District, Wuming
District, Yufeng District, Liunan District, Yinhai District, Qinnan District, Fumian District,
Youjiang District, and Pingguo City. They are characterized by a high level of urbanization
but a slow growth rate, indicating that urban development is in a mature stage. For cities
in less developed regions, government investment should be reduced due to their limited
development resources and capital. For cities in developed regions, targeted strategies
should be designed around the factors such as Added Value of Secondary Industry, Added
Value of Tertiary Industry, Per Capital Disposable Income of Rural Residents, Per Capital
Disposable Income of Urban Residents, and more investment should be made in emerging
industries, high-end services, and advanced manufacturing, to promote urban renewal,
raise the development speed and push cities into a new development period.

Question cities include Longan County, Mashan County, Rongshui County, Sanjiang
County, Yangshuo County, Lingshan County, Yongfu County, Fengshan County, Donglan
County, Bama County, Fusui County, and Pingxiang City. They are characterized by fast
growth but still a low level of urbanization. These cities are generally located in the pe-
ripheral areas of large cities and city clusters, mountainous regions, tourist areas, old
revolutionary base areas, and ethnic autonomous zones. They have developed at a high
rate in recent years under the influence of the new-type urbanization policy and the policy
of poverty alleviation. However, these cities are highly constrained by the development
history, basic conditions, topography, and other factors, so selective development strategies
should be adopted; that is, we should analyze each city in detail and should formulate
appropriate development strategies for cities around the factors such as Gross Domestic
Product, Added Value of Tertiary Industry, Added Value of Secondary Industry, Gov-
ernment Revenue, Per capita GDP, and Total Retail Sales of Social Consumer Goods, for
the problems and challenges facing development, based on the development advantages
and opportunities.

Dog cities include Shanglin County, Quanzhou County, Liucheng County, Rong’an
County, Xing’an County, Lipu City, Mengshan County, Shangsi County, Napo County,
Longlin County, Tianlin County, Xilin County, Nandan County, Tian’e County, Tiandeng
County, and Ningming County. They are characterized by a low level of urbanization and
growth. These cities are mainly located at the border between China and Vietnam, the
junction areas between Guangxi and Guizhou, Guangdong, Hunan, Yunnan, and the fringe
areas of city clusters, which are typically problematic cities in regional development. These
cities are subject to more development constraints. With limited development resources,
most cities should adopt a retreat strategy, and a small number of cities with strategic
positions or special value should adopt an expansion strategy. For Leye County, Tianlin
County, Nandan County, Tian’e County, and Jinxiu Country located in mountainous and
karst areas to better implement and serve the national poverty alleviation and ecological
civilization strategies, they should practice ecological migration, promote the construction
of new urban areas in other parts of the county or even off-sites, and organically integrate
urbanization development with ecological protection, poverty alleviation, and other efforts.
For Napo County, Dongxing City, and Ningming County located in the border areas to
better serve the strategies of the national neighborhood diplomacy and the actions to enrich
border areas and their residents, more investment should be made in key spaces of such
cities, including port opening platforms, road traffic infrastructure, and park development
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carriers. By enhancing the level of connectivity in border areas and building an open and
characteristic industrial system along the border, they can contribute to a belt of towns along
the border. For Quanzhou County, Cenxi City, and Babu District located at the junction
of the two provinces, they should take advantage of the intermediary effect of the fringe
areas, give play to their geopolitical advantages, undertake the industrial transfer from
Guangdong, guide industrial agglomeration and further promote the rapid development
of urbanization.

5. Conclusions

Urbanization is a complex process involving many elements such as society, popula-
tion, space, and economic transformation. Based on the remote sensing satellite night light
data, we conducted an empirical study on the evolutionary characteristics of urbanization
development in Guangxi and its driving mechanism from the perspective of the geospatial
pattern by using GIS, a geographic probe, and the BCG model and reached the following
conclusions. (1) There is a high level of spatial heterogeneity, correlation, and agglomer-
ation of urbanization and its changes in Guangxi, but the convergence is at a low level.
(2) The spatial pattern of urbanization and its changes in Guangxi is solidified, and a spatial
structure with the central city as the point, the town belt as the axis, and the town cluster
as the plane have been formed initially, while the capital city circle of Nanning, the Beibu
Gulf coastal city cluster, and the town cluster in central Guangxi have taken shape, and
the development of the town cluster in northern Guangxi, the town cluster in southeast
Guangxi, the Youjiang River valley urban belt, and the border town belt still need time.
(3) Different factors vary widely in influence, for example, Per capita GDP and Added
Value of Secondary Industry, Added Value of Tertiary Industry, and Total Retail Sales of
Social Consumer Goods have the most prominent force, followed by Government Revenue,
and Per Capita Disposable Income of Urban and Rural Residents with noticeable forces.
(4) The influence factors are becoming more diversified, and according to the sequencing
and averaging of forces, influence factors are classified into “key factors”, “important
factors” and “auxiliary factors”, with “key factors” mainly serving as direct driving forces,
“important factors” serving as a combination of direct and interaction forces, and “auxiliary
factors” depending on indirect forces. (5) The driving mechanism is becoming increas-
ingly complicated, with a bifactor enhancement effect dominating the urbanization factor
pair and a non-linear enhancement effect dominating the urbanization change factor pair.
(6) Differentiated policy design suggestions are made based on dividing 111 county-level
cities in Guangxi into four categories: stars, cows, question, and dogs. It is recommended
that the government carry out adaptive and precise policy design and spatial governance
accordingly.

Theoretically, this paper presents a new study framework and methodology for re-
searchers in macroeconomics, human geography, land management, and spatial planning
to analyze the spatial patterns of urbanization and its changes and helps to reveal the
dynamic spatial change of urbanization and its governance mechanisms. Previous studies
have generally analyzed spatio-temporal evolution based on geostatistical methods, tested
the force strength of influencing factors with economic and statistical regression models,
and put forward empirical suggestions by policy and management methods. Due to the
large disparity in urbanization development between different regions and the influence
of spatial heterogeneity and association effects, traditional regression models and policy
design methods tend to ignore the influence of spatial factors. In addition, the problems
of poor cohesion, weak correlation, and lack of standardization in the application of mul-
tidisciplinary methods lead to certain limitations in the accuracy of analysis results and
the applicability of conclusions. In this paper, we introduced GIS and GeoDetector tools
and BCG model to build an integrated research framework and analysis tool of “spatio-
temporal pattern—driving mechanism—policy design”, which can better solve the above
problems by integrating spatial effects into the analysis process of the three stages. On the
one hand, GeoDetector presupposes that if an independent variable significantly influences
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the dependent variable, the two should be similar in spatial distribution characteristics
or patterns. Geospatial distribution similarity is much more difficult than the curve par-
allelism of mathematical modeling, so its results have stronger potential and stronger
causal prompts than general statistics. On the other hand, the BCG model enables the
classification of the study area into four types of policy zones, providing differentiated
policy design and implementation while also improving the pertinence, precision, and
applicability of policies.

Besides, we suggest scholars interested in this issue develop and recreate the research
framework constructed in this paper in the following areas in future research. First, in
the analysis of the driving mechanism, they can identify the critical direct driving factors
and interactive driving factors by GeoDetector and further verify them based on the
geographically weighted regression model to measure the influence of critical factors
more accurately. In view of the dynamic changing characteristics of spatial relationships
between regions in the real world, a Bayesian spatial econometric model can be introduced,
which has variable parameter characteristics and complements well with GeoDetector and
geographically weighted regression models (constant parameters), thus further improving
the accuracy of analysis results. Second, in the policy design, to improve the fineness
of the analysis results, the policy zones can be divided into nine types by the general
matrix method developed by GE. Besides, the classification standards of grades and types
can be established according to the actuality of the study area to develop a grading—or
classification—zoning-based differentiated management system.

Practically, it helps both urban policy developers and decision-makers to find scientific
and proper countermeasures to improve the quality of urbanization development, lays the
foundation for the government to design space management policies, and provides a useful
reference for space planners in their planning and designing work. To improve the level of
urbanization development in any country or region is the core mission of the government,
and to reduce the negative impact of urbanization is also a challenge to the government.
In addition, due to their position at the very bottom of the national and regional town
system as well as their large number and great role, small cities are crucial hubs and key
carriers for achieving integrated urban–rural development. In addition, Guangxi is one of
the typical underdeveloped regions in China with a large number of small cities and is in
the stage of rapid urbanization and industrialization, where urbanization is regarded by the
government as a comprehensive policy tool to boost economic and social transformation
and development. In the empirical study of Guangxi, the regular characteristics about the
spatio-temporal evolution of small-town urbanization in less developed regions, influenc-
ing factors and driving mechanisms, policy design, and intervention measures found from
the case will provide useful references and lessons for other regions in similar conditions
around the world. The research methods and conclusions reached in this paper provide
policy suggestions for promoting urbanization in small cities in less developed regions
of China but also provide valuable references for less developed countries and regions to
solve urbanization problems, such as India, Vietnam, Myanmar, Laos, and Thailand.

However, there are also some deficiencies in our research, which may affect the
accuracy and applicability of some conclusions in this paper to a certain extent. For
example, Guangxi has complex topographic conditions, and its geographic conditions
(such as karst landforms, mountainous hills, and stony desertification) have a great impact
on urbanization development, but they are not included in the index system of this paper
because of the difficulty in data acquisition. Besides, many national development special
policies enjoyed by Guangxi make the development planning and policy guidance (such as
Beibu Gulf Economic Zone, Zuo-Youjiang revolutionary base area, Pearl River Economic
Zone, Pilot Free Trade Zone, and Border Development and Opening Zone) have a great
impact on the development of urbanization, but they are also not included in the index
system of this paper due to the difficulty of data quantification. In applying the conclusions
of this paper, it is necessary to add more data for a more comprehensive analysis.
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